At least two distinct processes have been identified by which motor commands are adapted accord-2 ing to movement-related feedback: reward based learning and sensory error based learning. In 3 sensory error based learning, mappings between sensory targets and motor commands are recal-4 ibrated according to sensory error feedback. In reward based learning, motor commands are as-5 sociated with subjective value, such that successful actions are reinforced. We designed two tasks 6 to isolate reward and sensory error based motor adaptation, and recorded electroencephalography 7 (EEG) from humans to identify and dissociate the neural correlates of reward and sensory error 8 processing. We designed a visuomotor rotation task to isolate sensory error based learning which 9 was induced by altered visual feedback of hand position. In a reward learning task, we isolated 10 reward based learning induced by binary reward feedback that was decoupled from the visual tar-11 get. We found that a fronto-central event related potential called the feedback related negativity 12 (FRN) was elicited specifically by reward feedback but not sensory error feedback. A more poste-13 rior component called the P300 was evoked by feedback in both tasks. In the visuomotor rotation 14 task, P300 amplitude was increased by sensory error induced by perturbed visual feedback, and 15 was correlated with learning rate. In the reward learning task, P300 amplitude was increased by 16 reward relative to non reward and by surprise regardless of feedback valence. We propose that 17 during motor adaptation, the FRN might specifically mark reward prediction error while the P300 18 might reflect processing which is modulated more generally by prediction error.
Introduction
It is thought that sensorimotor adaptation is driven by two distinct error signals, sensory predic-27 tion error (SPE) and reward prediction error (RPE), and that both can simultaneously contribute 28 to learning (Huang et al. 2011; Izawa and Shadmehr 2011; Shmuelof et al. 2012; Galea et al. 2015;  ergic signaling of RPE (Holroyd and Coles 2002; Nieuwenhuis et al. 2004 Figure 1 : Experimental setup. A, Participants reached to visual targets while holding the handle of a robotic arm. Vision of the arm was obscured by a screen that displayed visual information related to the task. B, During reaches, hand position was hidden but an arc shaped cursor indicated the extent of the reach without revealing reach angle. Feedback was provided at reach endpoint. C, In the reward learning condition, binary feedback represented whether reaches were successful or unsuccessful in hitting the target by turning green or red, respectively. Reach adaptation was induced by providing reward for movements that did not necessarily correspond to the visual target. D, In the visuomotor rotation condition, feedback represented the endpoint position of the hand. Adaptation was induced by rotating the angle of the feedback relative to the actual reach angle.
fast, respectively. Participants were informed that movements with an incorrect speed would be repeated but would not otherwise affect the experiment. 191 To minimize the impact of eye-blink related EEG artifacts, participants were asked to fixate their 192 gaze on a black circular target in the center of the reach target and to refrain from blinking through-193 out each arm movement and subsequent presentation of feedback. during the first five trials, and only endpoint position feedback was provided for the subsequent 10 213 trials. After these baseline trials, no position feedback was provided, and binary reward feedback 214 was provided at the end of the movement. Participants were told that they would earn additional 215 monetary compensation for reaches that ended within the target, up to a maximum of CAD$10 for 216 the whole experiment. Participants were told that rewarded and unrewarded reaches would be 217 indicated by the target turning green and red, respectively.
218
Unbeknownst to participants, reward feedback was delivered probabilistically. The likelihood of 219 reward depended on the difference between the current reach angle and the median reach angle 220 of the previous 10 reaches. In the high reward frequency condition, reward was delivered with 221 probability of 100% if the difference between the current reach angle and the running median was 222 in the direction of intended learning, and at a probability of 30% otherwise (eq. 1). When the run-223 ning median was at least 6 deg away from zero in the direction of intended learning, reward was 224 delivered at a fixed probability of 65%. This was intended to minimize conscious awareness of the 225 manipulation by limiting adaptation to ± 6 deg. In the low reward frequency condition, reward 226 was similarly delivered at a probability of either 70% or 0% (eq. 2). When the running median was 227 at least 6 deg away from zero in the direction of intended learning, reward was delivered at a fixed 228 probability of 35%. Reach angle and feedback throughout a representative experimental block is 229 shown in Figure 2 . 230 We employed this adaptive, closed loop reward schedule so that the overall frequency of reward was controlled. While participants adapted their reach angle to the task, the task adapted to the changing 232 reach angle, as each reach was assessed relative to the recent history of reaches. This allowed us 233 to assess correlations between neural measures and behavior without confounding learning and 234 reward frequency. We show the reward learning block assigned to the clockwise adaptation with high reward frequency condition. Reaches were rewarded with 100.0% probability for reach angles less than the median of the previous 10 reaches, and with 30.0% probability for reach angles greater than this running median. Reward was delivered at a fixed probability of 65.0% when the running median was less than -6 degs, indicated by the 'Non-Adaptation' portion of the block. B) The visuomotor rotation block assigned to the 1.5 degree rotation condition is shown. The rotation is imposed randomly in 50% of trials. The rotation is initially counterclockwise but reverses when the mean of the previous five reach angles becomes less than -6.0 deg.
(1)
Where p is probability of reward described separately for the high and low reward frequency con-236 ditions, θ is the reach angle on trial i, z = 1 for counter-clockwise learning blocks, and z = −1 for 237 clockwise learning blocks. (Tan et al. 2014) .
283
As in the reward learning condition, we sought to limit the magnitude of adaptation to 6 deg in 284 an attempt to minimize conscious awareness of the manipulation. This limit was implemented 285 by reversing the direction of the perturbation whenever the average reach angle in the previous 286 six movements differed from zero by at least 6 deg in the direction of intended reach adaptation.
287
Reversing the direction of the perturbation caused participants to adapt in the opposite direction.
288
Reach angle and feedback angle throughout a representative experimental block is shown in Figure   289 2.
290
X denotes feedback angle, θ denotes reach angle, and q denotes the perturbation. z denotes the 291 direction of the perturbation (z = 1 for counter-clockwise perturbations, and z = −1 for clockwise 292 perturbations). s denotes the size of the perturbation (.75 deg or 1.5 deg in the small and large error 293 conditions, respectively). u is a discrete random variable that is realized as either 1 or 0 with equal 294 probability (50%).
295
EEG Data Acquisition. EEG data were acquired from 16 cap-mounted electrodes using an active 296 electrode system (g.Gamma; g.tec Medical Engineering) and amplifier (g.USBamp; g.tec Medical 297 Engineering). We recorded from electrodes placed according to the 10-20 system at sites Fz, FCz,
298
Cz, CPz, Pz, POz, FP1, FP2, FT9, FT10, FC1, FC2, F3, F4, F7, F8, referenced to an electrode placed 299 on participants' left earlobe. Impedances were maintained below 5 kU. Data were sampled at 4800 300 Hz and filtered online with band-pass (0.1-1,000 Hz) and notch (60 Hz) filters. The amplifier also 301 recorded data from a photo-diode attached to the display monitor to determine the timing of stim-302 ulus onset.
303
Behavioral Data Analysis. Reward learning task: Motor learning scores were calculated for each 304 participant as the difference between the average reach angle in the counter-clockwise learning 305 blocks and the average reach angle in the clockwise learning blocks. We chose to assess reach angle 306 throughout the entire task, as opposed to only in a window of trials at the end of each block, pri-307 marily because reach direction was often unstable and a smaller window was susceptible to drift.
308
Furthermore, this metric of learning measured not only the final state of adaptation but also re-309 flected the rate of adaptation throughout the block without assuming a particular function for the 310 time course of learning. Lastly, this metric was not dependent on the choice of a particular subset 311 of trials.
We excluded baseline trials and trials that did not meet the movement duration criteria, as no feed-the difference wave between 200-350 ms after feedback presentation. This time window was chosen a priori on the basis of previous reports (Walsh and Anderson 2012 were subtracted from the "non-rotated 0.75 deg" ERPs to create a "small VMR" difference wave.
396
The "rotated 1.5 deg" ERPs were subtracted from the "non-rotated 1.5 deg" ERPs to create a "large 397 VMR" difference wave.
398
Next, we created a difference wave to test whether a FRN was observable by comparing trials where 399 the endpoint feedback was furthest from the center of the target from those where feedback was clos-400 est to the center of the target. The "least accurate" ERPs were subtracted from the "most accurate" 401 ERPs to create an "endpoint error" difference wave. We hypothesized that sensory error feedback 402 would not elicit a FRN, and as such we tested for the FRN using this second approach to more 403 thoroughly confirm our hypothesis that the FRN would not be observed in the visuomotor rotation 404 task.
405
Reward Learning Task: The frequent non-reward event related potential (ERP) was subtracted from 406 the frequent reward EPR to create a "frequent" difference wave, and the infrequent non-reward ERP 407 was subtracted from the infrequent reward EPR to create an "infrequent" difference wave.
408
We used a t-test to test the difference between FRN amplitude for the "frequent" and "infrequent" 409 difference waves.
410

P300 analysis 411
To analyze the P300 we used event related potentials (ERPs) recorded from channel Pz, where it 412 is typically largest (Fabiani et al. 1987; Hajcak et al. 2005; Polich 2007; MacLean et al. 2015) . We 413 calculated P300 amplitude using base-to-peak voltage difference. The temporal ROIs for the peak 414 and base were determined using grand averages computed across participants and conditions for 415 each task (see "Visuomotor Rotation task", and "Reward Learning Task", below). P300 peak was de-416 fined as the maximum peak occurring 250-500 ms after stimulus onset, which always corresponded 417 to the largest peak in the analyzed epoch. P300 base was defined as the minimum preceding peak 418 that occurred at least 100 ms after stimulus onset. For each subject, peak and base voltages were 419 calculated separately for each condition ERP as the average voltage within 50 ms windows centered 420 around the temporal ROIs defined at the group level. P300 amplitude was then determined as the 421 difference between peak and base voltage. Type-I error rate, and has been shown to be insensitive to trial number asymmetry across conditions 428 (Brooks et al. 2017) . We tested for differences in P300 amplitude related to visuomotor rotation us- 
Feedback Related Negativity Results
471
Reward learning task. Figure 5a shows the event related potentials (ERPs) recorded from electrode A B C D Figure 8 : The P300 reflects sensory error processing during the visuomotor rotation task. A, Trial average event related potentials (ERPs) recorded from electrode Pz aligned to feedback presentation (0 ms). Shaded regions: ± SEM. Arrows indicate the time points for the base and peak of the P300. B, The peak-to-peak amplitude of the P300 during the visuomotor rotation task (Error bars: ± SEM). C, P300 amplitude was larger for rotated than non-rotated trials in the 1.5 deg rotation condition but not the .75 deg rotation condition. D, P300 amplitude during adaptation was predicted learning rate. Line of best fit corresponds to robust linear regression using iteratively reweighted least squares.
Visuomotor rotation task. Figure 8a shows event related potentials (ERPs) recorded from electrode Pz 520 during the visuomotor rotation task, averaged across participants. We first-tested for an effect of 521 the visuomotor rotation on P300 amplitude by comparing non-rotated feedback trials and rotated 522 feedback trials. We performed a two-way repeated measures ANOVA with factors presence of rota-523 tion and size of rotation (Figure 8b ). We did not find significant main effects of presence of rotation 524 (F(1,19) =2.917, p=.104). We also did not find a main effect of size of rotation (F(1,19) =3.087, p=.095).
525
We did find a significant interaction effect between presence of rotation and rotation magnitude 526 (F(1,19)=8.728, p=.008). We performed planned pairwise comparisons using Bonferroni corrected t-tests between non-rotated and rotated conditions separately for the small and large error conditions. We found that P300 amplitude was significantly greater for rotated, compared to non-rotated, cesses, while explicit learning may rely on prefrontal and premotor cortex (Taylor et al. 2010; Heuer 705 and Hegele 2011; McDougle et al. 2016) .
706
In the current study, relatively small perturbations of feedback produce gradual changes in reach 707 direction. This gradual form of adaptation is thought to primarily recruit the implicit adaptation 708 process (Klassen et al. 2005; Michel et al. 2007; Saijo and Gomi 2010) . Nonetheless, it is possible 709 that a mixture of implicit and strategic learning contributes the observed adaptation, especially 710 considering the finding that visual feedback restricted to movement endpoint elicits less implicit 711 learning relative to continuous feedback, and that strategic aiming is employed to reduce residual 712 error ). Further work is necessary to determine whether the neural generators of 713 the P300 observed in the VMR task contribute specifically to implicit or strategic learning processes.
714
Similarly, it is not clear whether adaptation in the RL task occurred implicitly or through strategic 715 processes. The extent of learning was variable and idiosyncratic, which may reflect differences in 716 awareness of the manipulation or conscious strategy . Recent work has shown 717 that when participants learn to produce reach angles directed away from a visual target through 718 binary reward feedback, adaptation is dramatically reduced by instructions to cease any strategic 719 aiming, suggesting a dominant explicit component to reward based reach adaptation (Codol et al. 720 2018; Holland et al. 2018) . Nonetheless, after learning a 25 degree rotation through binary feed-721 back and being instructed to cease strategic aiming, small changes in reach angle persist (Holland 722 et al. 2018 ). It is not clear whether this residual adaptation can be attributed to an implicit form of 723 reward learning or whether it reflects use dependent plasticity, but it suggests that implicit reward 724 learning may occur for small changes in reach angle, such as those observed in the present study.
725
Future work should determine whether the FRN and P300 are specifically related to strategic or 726 explicit reward based motor adaptation, especially considering evidence from sequence and cogni-727 tive learning domains that the FRN relates more closely to explicit processes (Rüsseler et al. 2003;  
